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Chengdu / 

Chengdu’s NOX is the latest in a slew of sleek new underground dance music 

havens around China, bringing elastic beats to a placid city

BY KRISH RAGHAV PHOTOGRAPHY AURELIEN FOUCAULT
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I
n downtown Chengdu, there’s a border crossing 
into another world. 

Find the city’s beacon-like Sichuan TV tower 
bursting past the skyline, and head towards it. 
Then, walk down the stairs of the adjacent 339 

Shopping Mall on Mengzhuiwan Street and there it is. There’s a 
labyrinth of blue and red neon to traverse fi rst, but the distant, 
rumbling bass is an unmistakable sign that there’s something 
exciting happening here.  

NOX is a sleek complex of four diff erent music venues – three clubs 
(Nomad, Exit and the titular NOX) that each focus on diff erent 
electronic sounds and Jam Room, which hosts intimate live music 
concerts. The styling is eff ortlessly cool, the sound systems are 
state-of-the-art and the programming policy consistently skews 
towards the young, the buzzy and the topical. “Music is the universe” 
proclaims a large neon sign near the DJ console.  

The average Saturday night bustles like an anthill, the young and 
fashionable shuffl  ing between the four venues often referred to as 
“rooms”. Many wear oversize football jerseys or streetwear brands 
like Supreme. Chengdu is, after all, the home of Chinese hip hop. 
Interesting collisions occur at the concrete passageways between the 
rooms – Nomad’s black-clad techno kids scuttle impatiently past 
sharply dressed women sipping cocktails at AMD, a women’s-only 
bar. A barbershop is nestled in one corner, where the indie rock 
crowd gathers outside Jam Room, looking out of their depth in the 
land of club music.  

NOX is the biggest of these four rooms, and often shorthand for the 
whole complex. “We named it after the Greek goddess of the night,” 
says the club’s general manger, who wants to be known as just Simon. 
“We think music is a space beyond borders and genres. We want to 
be home to anyone here who loves music,” he says. Once a month, the 
borders do disappear. All the venues and a bunch of pop-up shops 
come together to host Underpass, a free event that runs across the 
whole space, often mixing and matching styles.  

At the last Underpass festival in July, NOX rearranged its 
dancefl oor to make space for a performance by local rock band 
STOLEN. “This was probably one of the most unique shows we’ve 
played,” says the band’s VJ Formol. “Putting us up in a space like 
NOX brought a whole new audience to our sound.” 

Getting that audience there wasn’t an easy task. Chengdu is 
infamous for its laid-back nature, and a local lifestyle that prefers 
whiling away hours at teahouses and parks. High-intensity dance 
music isn’t the fi rst choice of entertainment for people living this sort 
of relaxed pace of life. 

That same easygoing nature, however, means Chengdu is more 
welcoming to new ideas, and to new experiences. It’s often 
considered China’s LGBT capital, for example, thanks to this 
laissez-faire inclusiveness. Add to that its well-regarded universities 
full of bright, young kids from elsewhere in China and a booming 
tech scene, and you have a potent brew for a nightclub magic potion.  

“We think music is a space 
beyond borders and genres. 
We want to be home here to 

anyone who loves music”
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CLOCKWISE FROM 

LEFT: A HIP HOP 

DANCER DOING HIS 

THING; A DJ 

WORKING THE 

DECKS; THE 

ENTRANCE TO 

EXIT CLUB
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Say you’re a young, restless music fan in Chengdu today. It’s Friday 
night, and you’ve grabbed dinner at a crowded chuan-chuan joint, 
where you buy skewers of meat and vegetables dipped then cooked in 
a fi ery hotpot-like vat of broth. You’ve washed it down with some 
watery lager. So far, so traditional. Every possibility from this 
moment onwards, though, is exciting new territory – options made 
possible only in the last half-decade. 

You could head to local venues Little Bar or NU Space to catch gigs 
by live bands, but those fi nish by 10-11pm. There’s also TAG, the 
beloved old-school house/techno club, but it doesn’t get buzzing till 
around 1am. 

That witching hour – after-hours for the live music crowd, and 
“pre-game” for the serious clubheads – is where NOX shines. It’s 
slowly becoming home to all the young producers, rappers and DJs 
making left-fi eld music in the city, and the hub for the “post-95” 
generation to catch their homegrown heroes live and watch 
them evolve.  

Most mainstream clubs in China are table-service and EDM 
aff airs, more social clubs for after-hours business deals than markers 
of the zeitgeist. But places like NOX, part of a larger trend in 
alternative clubs around China, take their cues from London and 
Berlin rather than, say, Beijing. That means a lot of care and 
attention are paid to the sound system and the acoustics, creating the 
feeling of a concert.

Increasingly, it’s also a home for those who love music across 
China. NOX puts Chengdu on the national touring circuit, making a 
Sichuan stop possible for touring DJs, crews and experimental 
artists. “You can now play a world-class venue in so many Chinese 
cities,” says Ross Miles of Wooozy, a Chinese blog and music 
platform that organises tours for international electronic artists in 
China. Emerging American hip hop stars like Joey Bada$$ and 
Desiigner have played at NOX, as have producers like Swindle, with 
their complex production and intricate sound. Local producers have 
levelled up their stage sets, too, now that they have access to a 
high-quality sound system.    

The list of alternative-minded clubs in China and its territories 
grows every few months. After Loopy in Hangzhou, ALL in Shanghai 
and Zhao Dai in Beijing opened in 2017, there came OIL in Shenzhen, 
The Boring Room in Xi’An and NOX. The most recent addition to this 
roster? Mihn in Hong Kong, which opened in May this year.   

Although they’re lumped together, these clubs have dramatically 
diff erent approaches to curation and music. Beijing’s Zhao Dai and 
Hong Kong’s Mihn see themselves as subversive spaces, banning all 
photography so that patrons can “feel free to feel free”. Sound and 
vibe reign supreme there. Shenzhen’s OIL and Chengdu’s NOX, on the 
other hand, are sleek, stylish selfi e havens. They’re more “business-
minded”, according to Miles, with a fondness for eye-catching and 
attention-seeking bookings.   

 What they do have in common is the foundation for something 
extraordinary. Nightclubs are evidence, like London’s Fabric or 
Berlin’s Berghain, of a city’s creative energy. They’re a petri dish of 
impatient ideas and a restless urgency to create something new.

“Nightclubs are a petri dish 
of impatient ideas and a 

restless energy to create 
something new”
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WHERE TO PARTY IN CHINA 

Nox (Chengdu) 

1/F, 339 Shopping Mall, 
Mengzhuiwan Street, Chenghua 

district

A sleek music complex comprising 
three electronic music venues, and 

one for indie rock.

Loopy (Hangzhou) 

3/F, 77 Zhongshan South Road

Located in a mall in a fast-
developing area of Hangzhou, 
Loopy features both local and 
international DJs working the 

turntables till sunrise.

Zhao Dai (Beijing) 

Glass Hotel, 19 Xin Yuan Li Xi 
Street, Chao Yang District; 

fb.com/zhaodaiclub

Opened in 2017, Zhao Dai is one 
of the best clubs to experience 

China’s underground music scene.

Mihn (Hong Kong) 

4/F, 279 Des Voeux Road Central, 
Sheung Wan; minh.hk

Opened in May this year, Mihn 
features a rotation of DJs from 

Singapore, Shanghai, Tokyo and 
Hong Kong.
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“Already I think a scene is growing in China as a whole,” says the 
Beijing-based DJ Mouna Press. “It’s built less on people as attached 
to a particular sound but more as groups that previously felt 
alienated and bored of the long-running but few limited options.” 

As institutions, many of these clubs are works in progress. Kristen 
Ng, who DJs in Chengdu as Kaishandao, says that the crowd at NOX 
“still haven’t quite found their dancing shoes yet. For a distinctive 
Chengdu sound to develop, they need to be producing more and DJing 
other people’s music less.”

But talk to other artists who’ve played there, or clubgoers who 
revel within, and the language they use is often cosmically charged. 
“Temple”. “Crucible.” “Incubator.” The word “sacred” comes up often.  

Chalk it down to hyperbole but for many, time stops still at a place 
like NOX. In its rush towards the future, quickly developing cities 
like Chengdu can be disorienting, scattering like-minded souls into 
atomised, lonely lives. Strip away the neon and bass, the drinks and 
entry tickets, and clubs can be great equalisers. Places like NOX 
show that they can be places of trust, and genuine connection. A 
place to let go, and to discover. More than just escapism, they can be 
meaningful. New worlds in the shell of the old.  

“Feel free to feel free.” 

CLOCKWISE FROM 

RIGHT: REVELLERS 

AT NOX; A CLAW 

MACHINE AT NOX; 

MUSICIANS PLAYING 

THE HANG

Hong Kong Airlines flies to Chengdu daily. For more 
information, visit hongkongairlines.com
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